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In the summer semester of 2016 the Bauhaus University Weimar
will hold it´s 17th design course in English. The course is entitled
“international Advanced Architectural Design”.

of Design and Theory of Building Types, Professor Karl-Heinz
Schmitz, in close cooperation with other chairs of the master
program at the faculty of Architecture.
The program includes an excursion to places of specific relevance
to the course. Students will be asked to contribute to the costs
of the excursion (estimated 350 Euros). The design course will be
supported by a lecture course on Theory and History of Building
Types as well as additional seminar courses. The entire study
program may earn up to 27 ECTS credit points in total.
Guest:
Prof. Ferruccio Izzo
Universitá Napoli Federico II, Italy

iaad@archit.uni-weimar.de
www.uni-weimar.de/architektur/e+gel2
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Prof. András Pálffy
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Plan of the medieval Naples

The city most suited to exemplify this must be Naples. A city several times erased and several times rewritten – partly erased and
partly rewritten; for centuries, until after the Baroque period paralysis set in and from then on very little has been added.
The city too can be compared to human memory and, like human
memory, all cities, in time, turn into a multi-layered record, going,
however beyond the status of a mere record, a mere repository
of partially erased ideas. Like human memory, previous layers do
not lie dormant. Memory challenges every new idea, transforms
it and destroys some of its ideal qualities. Likewise the new idea
destroys the memory of past ideas.

The international AAD 2016 program is organised by the chair

TU Vienna, Austria

The Encyclopaedia Britannica gives the following definition of the
word palimpsest: “palimpsest is a manuscript in roll or codex form
carrying a text erased, or partly erased, underneath an apparent
additional text. The underlying text is said to be “in palimpsest,”
and, even though the parchment or other surface is much abraded,
the older text is recoverable in the laboratory by such means as
the use of ultraviolet light. The motive for making palimpsests
usually seems to have been economic—reusing parchment was
cheaper than preparing a new skin. Another motive may have
been directed by Christian piety, as in the conversion of a pagan
Greek manuscript to receive the text of a Father of the Church.”
The usage of the word has been extended. Sigmund Freud compared human memory to a palimpsest. Architects like comparing
cities to palimpsests.

The design of buildings is a formal response to a program and a specific environment. We understand the design process as a means to gain insights into an architectural problem. Design is a hypothesis rather than an answer, a way of investigating the correctness of a program, the potential of a specific environment and the
opportunities inherent in the formal concepts of our time.

Within the historic centre of Naples the memory of the Greek
Town has remained. And so too has the memory of the Roman
Town, the Medieval Town, the Baroque town and the town of the
19th century. The only town that seems to be missing is the modern town. Naples shows quite clearly: a city cannot accumulate
ideas, history and memory without destruction – cities cannot
grow and develop without losing history and the clarity of the single idea. Discontinuity as well as continuity is part of the process.
I like Guilio Carlo Argan’s statement on Rome:
“...fortunately Rome has never been afraid of a shambles. It is a city
of Providence, and Providence patches up shambles. The beauty
of Rome exists in its being a messed-up city patched up a countless number of times. Could we pretend that Providence was followed by utopia, a mother and daughter detesting each other?
Utopia has never set foot in Rome, much less so than in Las Vegas.“
The same can be said of Naples.
The constraints imposed by earlier ideas have often resulted in
some unique and exceptional solutions. Naples is no exception.
It is often the unintentional challenge that has inspired unique
solutions giving a town its specific character.

Route: Weimar – Como – Naples – Siena – Weimar
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Understanding the urban layers of Naples

15th Venice Architecture Biennale 2016
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The lectures deal with the historical evolution of public buildings

Architectural drawings are an abstraction, a method to investigate

In hardly any other Italian town - except of Rome - tradition and

As director of the 2016 Venice Architecture Biennale, Alejandro

and public spaces. Two aspects are important: function and archi-

an architectural principle, the programmatic idea and an urban or

constant renewal are as closely spaced and overlapped as in the

Aravena calls to the frontlines of the built environment. Whereas

tectural space. The history of function is one of diversification and

natural situation. The design process encompasses analysis as well

charismatic city that climbs up the hills surrounding the gulf of Na-

his predecessor Rem Koolhaas focused on the „Fundamentals“

specialisation. History has shown that programmatic ideas and

as synthesis. Clear-cut methods and rational procedures can only

ples. Like in many cities, whose origination goes back to Antiquity,

of today‘s architecture through fundamental social, historic and

spatial ideas correspond within their own time but that form does

be applied to a degree. Often accidental and unintended devia-

also in Naples numerous layers of time are placed one above the

architectural analysis, Aravena draws the attention to the most

not always follow function. In many cases, typical spatial forms

tions, often an unexpected obstacle helps to show up the right

other. Every ruling dynastic house and government continued to

essential duties of any architect: „REPORTING FROM THE FRONT

are capable of coping with a diversity of functional requirements.

principle.

transform and to shape the city with their own architectural herit-

will be about bringing to a broader audience, what is it like to

Function can be implicit as well as explicit; how could we otherwise reuse older buildings.

In this seminar, we will be looking for permanent, essential and

age. Interestingly, all the different layers, including the antique

improve the quality of life while working on the margins, under

Neapolis - are all still perceptible today.

tough circumstances, facing pressing challenges.“ The 2016 Bien-

characteristic architectural attributes inherent in plan, section

nale promises to transcend socially concious architecture from a

Public buildings and public spaces are as much a result of conflict-

and facade. It is the timeless and universal qualities that we are

Focusing on Naples urban and architectural history the seminar

trend to a movement and thus offers hope for the future of our

ing architectural ideas proposed by different periods of history as

after. The aim of this seminar will be to articulate fundamental ar-

course complements the Design Project iAAD (Naples). By study-

profession.

they are the result of a specific programmatic idea of their own

chitectural principles by drawing; by distilling and comparing and

ing the urban development we will try to dissect out the formative

time. Ideal buildings and ideal spaces are the exception; in most

stripping away irrelevant circumstances, we would like to discover

phases and their architectural characteristics. Furthermore, we

The seminar will analyse the theoretical and practical approaches

cases, architects are concerned with the reconciliation of conflict-

universal principles involved in the design of buildings.

will analyze important topics and sites to understand the urbanis-

of the 2016 Biennale contributions and prepare a critical review

ing spatial ideals and conflicting programmatic ideas. The lecture
course supports the idea that the intuitive design process is part of

tic and architectural specifics of Naples historic old town.
Architectural drawings can be as eloquent as written or spoken

a greater architectural history. The lectures deal with the present,

language in communicating complex and subtle ideas. It will

and with the past in relation to the present.

therefore be important to aim at consistency and precision in

is considered as an expanding and inspiring input supporting the

graphic expression.

students in their search for an appropriate architectural solution.

Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand, museum competition design, 1779

Valerio Olgiati, Visitor Center, Switzerland, Zernez, 2008

by collecting the available sources and critically evaluating the
actual exhibition.

The inclusion of historical building questions in the design process

Spaccanapoli, Naples, Italy

la Biennale di Venezia

